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Hungarian maestro Fritz Reiner (1888-1963) represented the undemonstrative end of 
the emotional spectrum in conducting. Reiner's economy, though, was wholly physical; 
hidden from view was an exhausting mental process during which he thoroughly 
absorbed and internalized a score and then channeled his powers so intensely that he 
had no need for overt display. A strict disciplinarian, Reiner achieved his results despite 
(or perhaps because of) a reputation as sarcastic, nasty and even sadistic. His prepara-
tion was fanatic. As Irving Kolodin put it in a 1964 memorial tribute, “For Reiner, 
knowing was an indispensable precondition to doing.” Bernstein used to tell of how 
Reiner would demand that his students be able to identify the exact note a single 
instrument was to play at a given moment in a complex score; only then did they 
deserve to conduct it. Reiner held his orchestras to the same punishing standards. 
Known as an orchestra builder, his �nal and greatest edi�ce was the Chicago Symphony, 
which he led from 1953 to 1962. His tenure in Chicago neatly coincided with RCA's Living 
Stereo series of records. Of his dozens of tapings, most have now been reissued on CD 
under the Living Stereo rubric. They fully display the brilliance of Reiner's una�ected art 
and the precision of the last orchestra he had molded in his image. A typical Reiner 
performance is stamped with clarity, balance, rhythmic precision, meticulous control 
and supreme musicianship. In lieu of personal rhetoric, Reiner let the music speak for 
itself. The Beethoven “Pastoral” (LSC 2614) performance exempli�es the Reiner ethos. 

While some conductors indulge Beethoven’s work as an opportunity for “text-painting” 
and “program” e�ects, Reiner’s approach remains systematic and immaculately clean. 
RCA’s 3-Channel mastering system (for stereo) had been in e�ect since 1957, and the 
result bene�ts the orchestra. The music seems to �y by, so smooth are the various 
transitions within and between movements. Yet, Reiner never sacri�ces musical 
character to technical e�ciency. The spirit of the dance permeates the performance, 
while the individual color lines – like the clarinet, oboe and bassoon in the country 
dance third movement – add a distinctive, rustic �avor. The capacity to enunciate 
heroism, here in the splendid hymn that celebrates nature on the �fth movement, 
clearly achieves a maximum e�ect.
The dramatic – if abbreviated – side of Beethoven’s character shines forth in Reiner’s 
tersely potent Fidelio Overture, the last of Beethoven’s attempts to coordinate his 
powerful dramatic message with an instrumental opener that would not make the 
spoken text and incidental music an anticlimax. Reiner leans into this score hard, 
almost austere in his unsentimental version of the piece, still rife with stellar accents 
and athletic interplay from his CSO personnel.  Even after 50 years, this Reiner 
Beethoven combination ranks high among the conductor’s many splendid readings for 
RCA.     



 Please Note:  In the interest of preserving the superb sound quality of these historic recordings, they have been preserved in their original,  pristine state for maximum 
�delity. Transferred from commercially released, analog reel-to-reel tapes (some of which are more than 50 years old), the recordings themselves can be subject to certain 

"artifacts" which are an inseparable part of the original analog recording process, such as tape "hiss" or other defects, and these may be audible on certain music tracks.  
 Because your CD or DVD-A was individually "burned" in order to realize superior sound quality to stamped, mass-produced versions, microscopic cosmetic blemishes may 
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1-Allegro ma non troppo
2-Andante molto mosso
3-Allegro
4-Allegro
5-Allegretto
6-Beethoven Fidelio Overture 
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